
Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Importance of Project Management to Business 

Project Management Institute defines a project as a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a 

unique product, service or result. Project Management is defined as the application or 
knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to project activities to meet project requirements. Project 

Manager is the person assigned to accomplish the project objectives by balancing the triple 

constraint of scope, time and cost to achieve the required level of quality (Project Management 

Institute 2008). 

The temporary nature ofthe project is that it has a definite beginning and an end. It is one of the 

reasons why project management differs from other management practices. Project is done only 

once and the project team is dissolved at the end of the project (Lewis 2007). 

In today's fast paced world, organizations that practice project management have a competitive 

advantage over the others due to competition becoming more time and cost based. Ira company 

can provide a product to the market faster and/or cheaper, then it has an edge on competition. 

Better project management is a smart way to work and survive in the competitive business world 

(Lewis 2007; Taylor 2004). 

Surveys has shown that most projects fail not due to technical issues but rather due to people and 

project management issues (Ceschi et al. 2005). 

The success of a project depends on the ability of the project manager to ensure timely delivery. 

adhere to budget constraints and manage scope and quality specifications as well as the 

motivation of the project team (Schmid and Adams 2008). 
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Project Management has been there for thousand years but the practice has been recognized as a 

discipline within the past 20 years (Taylor 2004; Lewis 2007). The art and science of project 

management has changed drastically over the last couple of decades. Projects in the past had a 

dedicated team and were mostly stand-alone and most importantly the time to market factor vvas 

not so critical. Many refer to the initial methods of project management as traditional or classic 

project management (Chin 2004; Highsmith 2004). 

Traditional approaches of project management are still suitable for many engineering and 

construction projects but with the emergence cf IT projects, the traditional tools seem to be less 

effective and counterproductive. Some managers believe that new approaches and techniques in 

managing complex, fast-paced, and ever-changing projects arc needed, which brings us to the 

present. Yet some companies struggle with traditional methods to manage high-tech projects 

(Taylor 2004). 

It is necessary to understand the difference between IT projects and non IT projects in order to 

manage them successfully (Taylor 2004). 

2.2 IT Project Management 

IT projects often enable organizational change and consume a large share or the organi;:ational 

capital expenditure. IT projects are considered to be over budget and behind the schedule and the 

value generated by the IT enabled change is lower than the anticipated value. A new perspective 

views a project as a place in which learning and knowledge is paramount. In today's 

environment project manager's primary task is to combine multiple sources of knowledge about 

technologies and business processes to create organizational value (Reich . Gcmino and Sauer 

2008). 

The use of information technology has become pervasive in the management of organizations in 

the public and private sectors in today's information economy. Software is viewed as a vital 

component of any organization's etTorts to remain competitive in the information economy and 
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despite the efforts software projects do end up as failures. Software projects arc called off due to 

cost overruns, schedule overruns or failure to achieve the desired minimal functionalitics. It is 

found that software failures are not limited to any geographic region, industry or market group 

nor are they restricted to specific organizational size. It is stated that inadequate or no project 

management methodology is one of the reasons for project failures (Mensah 2003). 

Researchers believe that IT systems should be under constant development. can never be l'ull,: 

specified and, like the organizations for which they are built, are subject to constant adjustment 

and adaptation. Organizational change has become so important to organization survival and IT 

systems must also incorporate continuous change (Truex, Baskerville and Klien 2009). This 

creates a challenge for the traditional methods of project management. 

It is recognized that knowledge based projects such as IT projects face a different set of 

challenges than the traditional projects. To succeed in project management, it is necessary for the 

project manager to understand the business strategy which will clear out why projects arc 

important to the business. Effective project managers have their own attributes. characteristics 

and personality. Planning a project can be demanding for any project manager and many project 

failures that occur today are due to failure of planning, estimation or implementation (Charvat 

2002). 

There are many differences between IT projects and non IT Projects and the following table I 

summarizes the differences between the two. 
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Table 1: Comparison of Non IT and IT Projects 

Source: Managing Information Technology Projects: Applying Project Management Stnltcgics to SoftwHc, 
Hardware, and Integration Initiatives (Taylor 2004) 

,~,~~~j~ct_ Component Non-IT Proj~ct IT Project 
Project , Not integrated with most Usually linked with business 

business functions processes and organizations systems 
Project structu rc Often stand alone Usually multiple projects with 

numerous interdependencies 
s~~ope Well defined Less defined and subject to change 
Change control Well defined Definable change control process but 

more difficult to track 
Stakeholders • Fewer; easier to identify More; more difficult to identify ---

Staffing/resources Often full-time (depends upon Usually part-time: skill sets used as 
organizational structure) task progress dictates 

Staffing Best people in critical skill sets; Best people available; mostly 
average in others; more specialists 

· generalists 
Large projects Divide by organization or Allocated by specialty (risk areas) 

establish stand-alone unit across organizational lines 
Risk More easily identified; poorly Not easily identified; poorly 

managed but usually with less managed with high 
negative impact project/organizational impact 

Metrics Poor to fair Moderately good. but poorly applied 
documentation 

Lessons learned Poor to fair Poor 
Budget and schedule Good Poor 
estimation 

Whatever the discipline the elements of the project management processes and project 

management tools are considered to be the same which is found to be the cause of many IT 

project failures. In order to manage IT projects successfully it is necessary to update the 

management approach to reflect the current business environment. The management process and 

the tools must also be adapted to support the unique characteristics of the IT environment. IT has 

solved many business problems and opened new business directions but it has also created 

serious management issues (Taylor 2004). 
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The generic tools used to manage projects are not suitable to manage IT projects and project 

managers across the world believe that it is necessary to change the traditional methods of 

managing projects (Taylor 2004). 

2.3 New Trends in Project Management 

Due to the challenging nature of the IT projects, project managers are rethinking about the vvay 

the IT projects are being managed. IT projects are no longer confined to the back office but 

rather it has become a strong factor for business success. Today IT projects arc considered 

important strategic initiatives and the delivery of IT projects have become a challenging task for 

the IT work force (Anderson and Schragenheim 2003). 

Traditional IT project management focuses on freezing the scope and adjusting the other 

variables like time, cost and quality. In today's IT business world, ''time" has become a critical 

factor and people are willing to compromise on the other variables like scope to remain 

competitive in the business (Anderson and Schragenheim 2003; Lewis 2007). 

Today the business life cycles have become shorter and companies try to shorten the product 

development and launch time. This momentum has created the need of taking fast decisions 

based on incomplete and changing information in uncertain environments. Due to this the project 

requirements keep changing and the project teams have to be dynamic to face this. That is. the 

project teams have to be agile (Chin 2004). 

Products face demands such as customer needs, profit, development speed, constant change and 

high quality which requires high levels of competency in multiple domains of expertise This in 

turn creates demands on product development such as speed, quality, great functionality. low 

cost. predictability, mobility and stability which have created the need for delivering value 

though project management (Highsmith 2004). 
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2.4 Agile Project Management 

Jim Highsmith defines Agile Project Management (APM) as "a set of values, principles and 

practices that assist project teams in coming to grips with this challenging environment'" 

(Highsmith 2004). Core values of APM cover both products and development teams. following 

are two other definitions given by Jim Highsmith. 

"Agility is the ability to both create and respond to change in order to profit in a turbulent 

business environment. Agility is the ability to balance flexibility and stability.'' 

APM addresses the following key business objectives 

1. Continuous innovation- to deliver on current customer requirements 

2. Product adaptability- to deliver on future customer requirements 

3. Reduced delivery schedules- to meet market windows and improve return on 

investment (ROI) 

4. People and process adaptability- to respond rapidly to product and business change 

5. Reliable results- to support business growth and profitability 

APfVI emphasize that innovative explorative kinds of projects should be measured by vision. cost 

and schedule rather than scope, cost and schedule. 

Following are the core values of Agile as presented in the Agile Manifesto (Agile Manifesto 

2001 ). 

• Responding to change over following a plan 

• Working products over comprehensive documentation 

• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 

• Individuals and interactions over process and tools 

APM is guided by six principles which are derived from these core values. figure I belovv 

depicts these principles. 
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Figure 1: APM Guiding Principles 
Source: Agile Project Management: Creating Innovative Products (Highsmith 2004) 

APM has five phases; envision, speculate, explore, adapt and close. 

I. Envision: determine the product vision and project scope, the project community, and 

how the team will work together 

2. Speculate: develop a feature-based release, milestone, and iteration plan to deliver on the 

VISIOn 

3. Explore: deliver tested features in a short timeframe, constantly seeking to reduce the risk 

and uncertainty of the project 

4. Adapt: review the delivered results, the current situation, and the team's performance. and 

adapt as necessary 

5. Close: conclude the project, pass along key learning and celebrate 

Figure 2 below shows how each ofthese phases interact. 
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Figure 2: Phases of APM 
Source: Agile Project Management: Creating Innovative Products (Highsmith 2004) 

The core project management methods provide by APM can be customized according to the 

business environment and APM emphasizes how organizations should usc project management 

to become more effective and successful in business (Chin 2004). 

According to Highsmith "Agile methods stress two concepts: the unforgiving honesty of working 

code and the effectiveness of people working together with goodwill. Agility, ultimately, is about 

creating and responding to change. What is new about agile methods is not the practices the; 

use. but their recognition of people as the primary drivers of project success. coupled v\ ith an 

intense focus on effectiveness and maneuverability" (Highsmith and Cockburn 200 I). 

2.5 Project Manager's Role in APM 

!he agile project manager's style is more towards leadership-collaboration rather than 

command-control type. Project manager is a critical and demanding role for success of agile 

projects, unlike in traditional project management where project manager is viewed as a burden 

who tries to enforce processes and rules rather than adding value to the project. Leading and 
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creating a collaborative work environment is more difficult and rewarding than commanding and 

controlling (Highsmith 2004). 

Due to the uncertainty, ambiguity, speed, anxiety, and constant change of an agile project. 

project manager's role switch constantly between mentor and moderator to decision maker and 

staff developer (Highsmith 2004). 

Agile methods are mostly derived from the lightweight approach or Rapid Application 

Development (RAD).Adaptive Software Development (ASD), Agile Modeling (AM). Crystal. 

Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM), eXtreme Programming (XP) (Beck and 

Andres 2004), Feature Driven Development (FDD), Internet Speed Development (lSD). 

Pragmatic Programming (PP) and Serum (Schwaber 2004) are some of the Agile Sortwarc 

development methodologies. The following figure 3 summarizes the project management 

support in these methodologies (Abrahamsson eta!. 2003). 

ASD F:;~-------,.-- ~=:~_:;:~:-:: __ -----.------__,.~::.::·===:..::..:....:J 
t=:-;-=--- -~~----=-=4 i i -H O ----; 

N.~ 

Crystal ! ' -- __ . :-==-:::-::., ------~·=:.:.:::! 

~~:-:·;~ --· ---.,.~~ ~ --- -;J 
DSDM 

--~;, 

XP 
: : 

FDD ----·-·· -- ' . ·: -~--:= ..... '1 
' -------. r·. ··- i- -- .. ..; ... 

--- ~ ..____ --- ~~~~ - . -- -
tSD ,. , : , ... ----1 " I : .. :::::.:: .... . .. ·- ·--~ PP 

Serum k~ --3 

Pro;ect Requirements Design Code 
1nception specification 

Process descnbed ___ .,. 

Unit test lntcgrntion System Acceptance System 

~ 
i.:::::::::::j~ 

test test lest 1n usc 

+-- Project management supported 
+-- Offc1s conc;,,te guidance 

Figure 3: Comparing Project Management support in different Agile methodologies. 
Source: New direction on Agile methods: A comparative analysis (Abrahamsson et al. 2003) 
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A research done on software engineering methodologies states the below findings of project 

management support in different methodologies as shown in figure 4 below (Jiang and L:berlcin 

2008). 
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Figure 4: Project Management related best practices supported by different software engineering methods. 
Source: Towards a framework for understanding the relationship between classical software engineering and 
agile methodologies (Jiang and Eberlein 2008) 

2.6 Differences between APM and Traditional PM 

Table 2 below summarizes the differences between APM and traditional (classic) Project 

Management (Chin 2004; Nerur, Mahapatra and Mangalaraj 2005). 

Table 2: Difference between APM and Traditional PM 

Fundamental assumptions 

Control 
Management Style 
Knowledge 
Management 
Role Assignment 

APM 
High-quality, adaptive 
software can be 
developed by small teams 
using the principles 
of continuous design 
improvement and 
testing based on rapid 
feedback and change. 
People centric 
Leadership-and-collaboration 
Tacit 

Self-organizing teams
encourages role 

Traditional PM 
Systems are fully specifiable, 
predictable, and can be built 
through meticulous and 
extensive planning. 

Process centric 
Command-and-control 
Explicit 

Individual-favors 
specialization 
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Communication 
Customer's Role 

_.!'E<>.Ject Cycle 
1 Development Model 
i 
~-·~ , 

! Desired Organizational 
Form/Structure 

Technology 

~-- .. 

. Project Management focus 

Project Boundaries 
Internal and external 

J~Eoject environments 
:Team member roles 

Roles and responsibilities 

Decision making 
Project Manager's 

• orientation 
, Project manager is 
, concerned with 

Technical skills vs 
Adaptability 

. Project timelines are based 
·on 

· interchangeability 
Informal 
Critical 
Guided by product features 
The evolutionary-delivery 

·model 

Organic (flexible and 
participative 
encouraging cooperative 
social action) 
Favors object-oriented 
technology 
Achieving business results 

, Dynamic 

Integrated 

Defined by expertise and 
desire for team success 
Encouraging the crossing of 
boundaries 
Decentralized 
Both internal and external to 
the project 
Variances in external 

, influences 
Alignment and channeling 
Broad technical and 
adaptability skills are musts 

• Achievements 

Activity durations are based • Commitment 
on 
Planning 

Contingency planning 

Project course changes 
Upper management's role 

Is a continuous process 
spanning the entire project 
composed of a moderate up 
front effort followed by lower 

• level but constant updates 
: 

Looks at alternative pathways 
to the end point 

Expected 
Involves managing the linkage 
between strategy and tactical 

Fonnal 
Important 
Guided by tasks or activities 
Life cycle model (Waterfall, 
Spiral, or some variation) 
Mechanistic (bureaucratic 
with high formalization) 

No restriction 

Managing schedule. scope and 
resources 
Static 
Separate 

Defined by title and function 

Develop barriers that cannot 
be crossed 
Centralized 
Internal to the project 

Variance to plan 
Planning and controlling 

Strong technical skills are 
musts. Adaptability skills are 
nice to have 
Activities 

Work* resource allocation 

Is a distinct project stage 
composed of a large upfront 
effort followed by small 
updates 

Looks for the shortest path 
around an obstacle 

Discouraged 
Involves approving projects 
and committing resources 
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Organizational adaptability 
project execution 
Is critical for an organization 
to be able to reinvent itself 
around theproject 

Is not as important as 
organizational stability 

PM tools and processes are 
focused on 

Managing many unplanned 
tasks during project execution 

Detailed initial planning 

Following figure 5 summarizes the comparison ofthe two methods done by Boehm (2002). 
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Figure 5: Comparison of Agile and plan driven methods characteristics 
Source: Get ready for agile methods with care (Boehm 2002) 

·lit 

I·• 

It is also interesting to look at how agile methods have mitigated problems. Following tigure 6 

shows how agile methods have addressed the problems in software projects. 
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Figure 6: (a) Primary software development problems and (b) software development pr-oblems mitigated by 

adopting agile methods. 
Source: Project Management in Plan-Based and Agile Companies (Ceschi et al. 2005) 

When it comes to planning projects, traditional methods breaks up the processes in to tasks while 

APM goes up to activity planning with more releases. APM also pays more attention to customer 

involvement and they make sure the customers are available on site most of the time. Agile 

addresses the top most software problems which is the difficulty to deliver projects on time with 
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all the required functions and customer relationships. Agile methods also improve quality. 

requirements management, customer satisfaction, and team satisfaction (Ceschi et aL 2005). 

A research done in South Africa regarding agile methodology characteristics and the relationship 

between stakeholder satisfactions confirms that APM can develop better customer satisfaction. 

The research presents that more any of the characteristics; iterative development, continuous 

Integration, collective ownership, test driven design and feedback is present in a project. the 

greater the customer satisfaction (Ferreira and Cohen 2008). 

2.7 When to Use Agile and When Not to 

A project-based organizational approach that integrates business and project decision making is 

better suited to the agile PM environment (Chin 2004). 

Project environment and organizational stakeholders can be used to decide whether to use /\PM 

or not. APM is most applicable in the technology/platform development project environment. 

For an operational environment what is more suitable is the classic project management. Agile 

PM is more applicable when there are fewer organizational stakeholders. Classic PM is more 

applicable when there are multiple organizational stakeholders. Both agile and classic PM ma: 

be applicable when there are multiple organizations within a single company (Chin 2004). Belm\ 

table 3 summarizes the applicability of APM. 

Table 3: Applicability of APM 
Source: Agile Project Management: How to Succeed in the Face of Changing Pt·oject Requit·ements (Chin 
200-l) 

Multiple, External Multiple, Internal Single 
Stakeholders Stakeholders Organization 

Operational Projects Classic Classic Classic 

Prod u ct/Proccss Classic/Agile Classic/Agile Agile 
DeYclopmcnt Projects 
Technology/Platform Classic/ Agile Agile Agile 

Development Projects 
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Agile methodologies are ideal for projects that exhibit high variability in tasks (because of 

changing requirements), in the capabilities of people, and in the technology being used (Reich, 

Gemino and Saucer 2008). As Highsmith notes, they are also appropriate for projects where the 

value of the product to be delivered is very important to customers (Nerur, Mahapatra and 

Mangalaraj 2005). 

There are also instances where overreaction to change can lead to project failure. An example 

given by B. Boehm for such a project is the US Federal Aviation Administration's Advanced 

Automation System for national air traffic control (Boehm 2002). Therefore it is necessary to 

understand which methodology suits best for a given project and how much agility can be 

accepted. Researchers also believe that sometimes a combined approach will be feasible. To 

meet disparate needs, organizations must carefully evolve toward the best balance of agile and 

plan-driven methods that fits their situation (Boehm 2002). Figure 7 below shows the planning 

spectrum and where agile stands. 
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Figure 7: The Planning Spectrum 
Source: Get ready for agile methods with care (Boehm 2002) 
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2.8 Organizational Challenges 

The main problems caused by introducing agile methods are the lack of a detailed preliminary 

cost evaluation and the problems created by new concepts such as pair programming, test first, 

and customers on-site. The primary difficulty seems to be of cultural aspects: people (customers 

and developers) don't easily accept drastic changes in traditional environments (Ceschi ct al. 

2005). According to the research done by Barry Boehm and Richard Turner in "Management 

Challenges to Implementing Agile Processes in Traditional Development Organizations'' 

development process conflicts, business process conflicts and people cont1icts arc the critical 

challenges to introduce agile to large organizations. 

Under the development process conflicts the issues such as managmg variability and 

synchronizing teams following the two different approaches, team size, finding team leaders vvith 

required competencies, working with different lifecycles, managing legacy systems. cont1icts in 

how requirement process is performed are discussed. To address these cont1icts the researchers 

have presented the suggestions of upfront preparation to identify mismatches in process 

requirements and expectations, building up processes rather than tailoring, defining specific 

functionality or responsibilities, developing architectures that support both types of teams. 

realigning the traditional milestone reviews to fit iterative approach, implementing agile 

practices that support existing practices and evaluating risks (Boehm and Turner 2005). 

Under the business process conflicts the issues such as human resource issues, progress 

measurement issues and process standard conflicts are discussed. To address these the 

researchers have discussed the suggestions of addressing the HR issues with a pilot project. 

applying throughput accounting rather than cost accounting, developing management and 

architectural practices for both methods, updating contract practices, identifying incompatible 

assumptions and compatible assumptions between agile and traditional methods within the 

organizational processes, conducting empirical studies, research how to modify or re-conceive 

legacy systems and establishing guide lines for process maturity assessments (Boehm and 

Turner 2005). 
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The following table 4 summarizes the key challenges identified through a research done by 

Nerur, Mahapatra and Mangalaraj (Nerur, Mahapatra and Mangalaraj 2005). 

Table 4: Key issues in migt·ating to agile 
Source: Challenges of migrating to Agile Methodologies (Nerur, Mahapatra and Mangalat·aj 2005) 

: Management and Organizational 
: 

• Organizational Culture 

• Management style 

• Organizational form 
• Management of Software Development Knowledge 

• Reward Systems 

People 

• Working effectively in a team 

• High level of competence 
• Customer relationships- commitment, knowledge, proximity, trust, respect 

Process 

• Change from process-centric to a feature-driven, people-centric approach 

• Short, iterative, test-driven development that emphasizes adaptability 

• Managing large, scalable projects 

• Selecting an appropriate agile method 

Technology (Tools and Techniques) 

• Appropriateness of existing technology and tools 

• New skill sets- refactoring, configuration management, JUinits 

Table 5 below summarizes the findings of the 2004 USC-CSE Annual research review which 

shows the categories of barriers to Agile. 
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Table 5: Categories of barriers to Agile Processes 
Source: l\1anagement Challenges to Implementing Agile Processes in Traditional Development Oq!,anizations 

(Boehm and Turne•· 2005) 

Non-problems 
• Quality assurance systems 
• Agile inadequate for managing defects 

• Refactoring is rework 
• Agile is monolithic 
• Quantitative management 
• Extension/effectiveness of automatic testing to acceptance/system integration 

• Perception that agile is extreme or a fad: not responsible 

• Agile projects are unmanaged 

~.rroblems only in terms of size or scope 
• Configuration management 
• Earned value tools: agile focuses on features and business value, traditional focuses on activities 

• Stakeholder sign-off requirements 
• Planning and documentation 
• Deployment, life cycle support (training): long-term life cycle sustainment, decay rate of tacit 

knowledge 
• Risk management 
• Contracted/planned inch-pebble milestones 

• Process QA/standard process 
• Process standards (IEEE, DoD, EIA) 
• Designing for the battle, not the war 

Significant Issues 
• Resource loading, slack, timekeeping, capital evaluation 

• Required co-location, customer access 
• Nonfunctional requirements 

• Documentation 
• Critical design reviews (milestones) 
• Contractual and source selection issues 
• Interfacing/integration with other methodologies/disciplines 

• Predictability, perfect knowledge 
• Statutory/regulatory constraints 
• HR policies and processes 
• System interface control 
• Roles, responsibilities, and skills 
• Agile work on legacy systems 
• formal requirements 
• System engineering V -process model 

• Maturity assessments 
• Traditional engineering measurements 

• Cost estimation 
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2.9 APM Drawbacks 

According to the research done by Iva Krasteva and Sylvia Ilieva on their research "Adopting an 

Agile Methodology ~ Why It Did Not Work" they have identified some problems that arise 

when using agile. Their first observation was regarding the ownership of the product. The project 

teams were so determined to make a good product and they sometimes overlooked not-so-good 

the functionality requirements of the customer. And also when the customer is not technically 

educated the project teams find it difficult to make the customer understand and the customer too 

couldn't clarify some of the problems to the team (Krasteva and Ilieva 2008). However the 

researcher personally believes that the issue with incompetent customer can be found in 

traditional projects management environment as well. 

Another observation was the professionalism of the team members to follow a selected 

methodology and to actively participate in the meetings (Krasteva and Ilieva 2008). The 

researcher believes that the project team plays a major role in the success of APM and one of the 

dinicult tasks in APM is to find the right team members. 

Agile methods depend heavily on tacit knowledge and this could be a risk when there arc 

unrecognized shortfalls in its tacit knowledge and the team makes irrecoverable architectural 

mistakes clue to that. Also the scalability of the approach when there are larger teams involved 

can he considered as a minus point (Boehm 2002). 

2.10 APM Awareness 

A survey done with 20 project managers in Italy (14), USA(5) and Switzerland(!) shows that 

about 90 percent of the traditional project management method oriented company managers 

kmm about agile methods even if they don't use them. According to the research they claim that 

APM is a well-known phenomenon. However a further research shows that all the traditional and 

agile companies know XP, but only 60 percent of the agile companies and none of the traditional 

methods based companies know about Serum (Ceschi ct a!. 2005). However researcher believes 
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that this study's main limitation is the small sample size as the sample consisted of only l 0 Agile 

Companies and I 0 traditional oriented companies. 

D. Poole states that not many people are actually using APM still and hence it still has the reel or 

being in the "early adopters" or even "innovators" phase of Geoffrey Moore· s techno logy 

adoption lifecycle. Since there aren't many people using agile, it will be difficult to find people 

to lean on for help in adopting it (Poole 2006). 

2.11 Awareness Studies 

Oxford dictionary defines awareness as "knowing something; knowing that something exists and 

is important; being interested in something" (Hornby 2005). Therefore an awareness study can 

be defined as a study conducted to find out the awareness of "something" and whether that 

"something'' is considered as important. 

Awareness studies have been conducted in many disciplines such as medicine, social sctence. 

technology and education. The awareness study done to measure the awareness of Bluetooth 

wireless technology (Sig press release 2008) and the awareness study done on I-llY/AIDS among 

secondary school children in Kolkata, India (Chakrovarty et al. 2007) are two examples of such 

studies. The methodology used in both these studies was a survey based approach where a 

sample was selected from the population and a poll or a questionnaire was used. 

Awareness study done on data warehousing and data mining in the banking sector (Kulathilake 

2008) is another example of an awareness study done in Sri Lanka. The approach used was a 

questionnaire distributed to a sample of local commercial banks. 

The international benchmarking study, done in UK, has reported findings from a survey on 

business use of ICT and is mainly used to measure the basic aspects of technology adoption 

(Department of Trade and Industry 2004). The framework used in this study can be directly used 

lix measuring awareness of agile project management adoption in managing IT projects in Sri 

Lanka due to its applicability to the ICT industry. The framework is shov.n in Figure 8 belm\. 
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FigureS: Framework used by the international benchmark study 
Source: international benchmarking study (Department of Trade and Industry 2004) 

The same framework has been used for the awareness study of data warehousing and mining in 

the banking industry by Kulathilake (2008) with minor modifications. The framework used IS 

sho,,n below in figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Framework used for the awareness study on data warehousing and mining in the banking industry 
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Study done on "Analysis of Ecommerce Awareness in Manufacturing Organizations'' (Sudarshan 

and Ciunawardena 2008) and a study done on "Junior Software Engineers' A warencss on 

Abstraction and Reflective Practice as Techniques of Program Comprehension in Sri Lanka" 

(Karunatilake 2007) are two similar studies done in the local context. The methodology 

followed is similar to all awareness studies stated above. 
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